
Communiqués de presse
IBM présente ses nouveaux services et logiciels d’analyse prédictive pour réduire
les fraudes, gérer la performance financière et améliorer la relation client

Paris - 20 mars 2012: IBM a présenté aujourd’hui de nouveaux logiciels et services de conseil qui amènent  la
puissance de l’analyse prédictive à de nouveaux niveaux d'impact afin de répondre aux problématiques
majeures des dirigeants. Ces offres d’analytique adressent les opportunités émergentes du big data et
permettent de gérer des opérations financières, de combattre la fraude et de soigner les relations clients du
futur.

 

Basées sur des expériences tirées de plus de 20 000 projets clients en analytique, les nouvelles solutions
combinent les innovations d’IBM Research et les technologies prédictives de douzaines d’entreprises qu’IBM a
acquises.

IDC estime que les entreprises investiront plus de 120 milliards d’ici 2015 pour tirer profit de l'opportunité
financière que représente l’analytique, au travers des machines, des logiciels et des services.

***

 

IBM Introduces New Predictive Analytics Services and Software to Reduce Fraud, Manage Financial
Performance and Deliver Next Best Action

 

 

NEW YORK and LONDON - 20 Mar 2012: IBM (NYSE: IBM) today announced new consulting services and
software that take the power of predictive analytics to new levels of impact for the highest-priority issues of C-
suite decision makers. The new analytic offerings address the emerging opportunities of big data to manage
financial operations, decrease fraud and nurture next-generation customer relationships.

 

Based on experiences drawn from more than 20,000 analytics engagements, the new solutions combine
innovations developed by IBM Research with new predictive technologies from dozens of companies IBM has
acquired. 

 

IBM will significantly broaden the group of clients – specifically C-suite leaders – who can adopt analytics,
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extending IBM's leadership position in the strategic market for business analytics. IDC estimates enterprises will
invest more than $120 billion by 2015 to capture the business impact of analytics, across hardware, software
and services. 

“These new capabilities target the agendas of global business leaders operating in a world of accelerating
complexity, unpredictability and massively available information,” said Bridget van Kralingen, senior vice
president, IBM Global Business Services. “By integrating analytics into business processes and converting
new insights into action, IBM is helping organizations transform big data from a threat into an opportunity, one
that will be their most valuable natural resource.”  

 

Enterprises across all industries are under increased pressure to extract new insights from the explosion of
available data. To address this imperative, IBM has expanded its multi-billion dollar investment in business
analytics to address three vital client issues – fraud detection, financial operations and customer service – and
help organizations increase revenues. The IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solutions include:  

 

·         IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solution – Anti-fraud, Waste & Abuse

 

Each year, health care fraud tops $250 billion, according to the FBI. Tax fraud costs billions more. IBM’s
adaptive systems learn from the latest data, helping to protect against emerging fraud. The solution embeds
advanced algorithms directly into business processes, providing government agencies and insurers with the
ability to detect fraud in real time – before funds are paid out. Using sophisticated analytics, the solution
recommends the most effective remedy for each case, optimizing an organization’s finite resources. For
example, the system might recommend that a simple letter requesting payment be sent to resolve one case,
while recommending that a full investigation be opened in another case.

The solution will help clients replicate success stories like Infinity Insurance. One of the nation’s leading
“nonstandard” insurance providers, specializing in covering higher-risk drivers. The company is applying IBM
analytics to more than 25,000 automobile claims processed monthly in order to identify patterns in historic
data. In the first three months, Infinity reduced the time needed to identify fraudulent claims from 14 days to 24
hours. 

 

·         IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solution – Next Best Action

All organizations understand the value of collecting customer data, but many struggle to extract new insight
and use it to create more meaningful relationships. IBM’s solution helps organizations gain a comprehensive
view of a customer, derived from traditional enterprise data and customer sentiment gleaned from social
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networks, logged customer service interactions and web click stream data. Then, real-time analytics predicts
customer behavior and preferences to inform decisions on the next best action on behalf of that customer. 

These capabilities bring together Marketing and Customer Service functions and have helped companies like
Sprint, which is using IBM analytics to determine the most effective offers for existing and new customers. 

 

·         IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solution – CFO Performance Insight

 

Financial information is growing at an astounding rate of 70 percent each year, according to IBM research. The
industry’s intricate data sets have to be collected and cross-referenced against analyst reports, economic
market data, financial reports, news stories, board notes and company balance sheets. IBM’s capabilities
provide increased insight, visibility and control over financial performance with predictive capabilities applied to
key metrics and data on past performance. The predictive analytics, combined with what-if analysis, and
traditional business intelligence in an executive-style dashboard, guides users with root-cause analyses.
Organizations can uncover relationships among performance metrics, anticipate performance gaps and assess
alternatives with scenario planning.

This kind of improved financial visibility is used by Alfred Angelo, one of the largest U.S. wedding gown
manufacturers and retailers. The company is using IBM analytics to move beyond spreadsheets to a more
comprehensive view of its operations across product lines. By analyzing which wedding dress styles or
accessories have been profitable over time, Alfred Angelo can take the SKU level “investigation” down to a
particular color, size, or design and then optimize its inventory to meet client demands and increase revenues.  

IBM works with clients across industries and geographies to apply analytics and gain a competitive advantage
from analyzing big data.

 

“IBM is helping Sprint manage and analyze network data 90 percent faster than before,” said Von McConnell,
executive director of the Innovation and Advanced Labs at Sprint. “We can now customize new
products and services in real-time and respond instantly to changing market dynamics. The insights we gain
from big data allows us to create and deliver new mobile applications in minutes, instead of hours, giving Sprint
the ability to stay well ahead of our competitors.”  

 

The new solutions can be delivered by IBM consultants, supported by industry-leading applications
management services capabilities, and cloud offerings. Clients can access these capabilities through IBM’s big
data technology platform that includes Hadoop, stream computing, data warehouse, and information
integration and governance capabilities, along with visualization and discovery, application development,



systems management and industry accelerators. To date, the IBM big data platform has been adopted by more
than 100 business partners, bringing a new class of analytics solutions to market and extending the reach of
IBM analytics offerings for clients. 

 

Clients can access IBM’s solutions through a global network of eight Analytics Solution Centers. Credit qualified
clients can take advantage of financing for services solutions and zero percent loans for IBM software with IBM
Global Financing. 

 

IBM Smarter Analytics

The new analytics services and solutions are part of IBM's larger focus on business analytics and optimization,
which spans hardware, software, services and research. IBM projects $16 billion in business analytics revenue
by 2015. To meet that target, IBM has established the world’s deepest portfolio of analytics solutions; grown its
business and industry expertise to almost 9,000 business analytics and optimization consultants, 400
researchers, and created global analytics solution centers in Berlin, Beijing, Dallas, London, New York, Tokyo,
Washington and Zurich. 

 

IBM has acquired 28 companies to build targeted analytics and information expertise since 2005, and continues
to expand its ecosystem, which today consists of more than 27,000 IBM business partners. IBM has also secured
hundreds of patents a year in analytics.  

 

These investments have enabled IBM to develop breakthrough technologies like IBM Watson, a new class of
industry specific analytical capability that uses deep content analysis, evidence-based reasoning and natural
language processing to identify relationships buried in large volumes of data that can be used to improve
decision making. 

For more information about IBM and Analytics visit www.ibm.com. 

 

To download the IBM infographic on Big Data: The New Natural Resource visit http://bit.ly/Gzp4HA. 

Follow IBM and Analytics & Information on Twitter #smarteranalytics and #ibmbigdata. 

IBM YouTube Analytics Channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/ibmbusinessanalytics.
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